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Abstract. This paper presents the techniques and experiences of an in-

dustrial project, applying the formal method VDM in order to develop a
work- ow planning and tracking system. A method for creating formal
models of relational databases has been developed | speci cally, formal
representations of SQL datatypes, a model of the structure of a database
including primary and foreign keys and the formulation of queries in the
model. With this approach, familiar informal design methods from the
database world can be used without giving up the expressive power of
formal methods. The transition from the informal to the formal world
can be automated, keeping the relevant parts of the formal model synchronized with minimal e ort. The formal method used is VDM, but the
results are easily transferred into similar model oriented methods.

1 Introduction
During the last few years the interest in so called light-weight formal methods
has been growing rapidly [7, 9, 20, 17, 15, 10]. One of the main reasons for this
is the realization that the advantages of specifying a system formally should not
be missed, even if formal proofs are out of a project's scope. Since language
determines our thinking, a precise formal speci cation technique facilitates the
consistent design of computer based system at an appropriate level of abstraction
| and abstraction is the key to mastering a system's complexity.
Consequently, a formal method has been chosen in order to develop the complex database of a work- ow planning and tracking system for the company
Ferk Informatik. The chosen method has been the Vienna Development Method
(VDM).
VDM is one of the most widely used formal methods, and it can be applied to
the construction of a large variety of systems. It is a model-oriented method, i.e.
its formal descriptions (speci cations) consist of an explicit model of the system
being constructed [16, 11]. Furthermore, its speci cation language VDM-SL is
ISO-standardized [19]. During the course of the design, the model will evolve
from abstract to concrete, as algorithm speci cations change from implicit to
explicit and data types are re ned to match the implementation more closely.
For example, the rst model of a dictionary will likely use a set structure to

hold the set of known words. A more re ned model could use a tree structure for
the same purpose. The nished model can serve as a de nitive reference for the
implementer or as the input for a code generator. The IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox
[13] has been chosen as the development tool, since it supports our light-weight
approach, by providing speci cation animation checking the internal consistency
of the formal model.
However, well-established design methods and tools exist for data base development. Database design in general consists of identifying the entities that are
to be represented in the database and their attributes that relate to the problem
domain. A telephone database will store persons with their names, address, telephone number(s), but perhaps not their shoe size. An overview of the IDEF1X
design method can be found in [3] or online at [14].
This work reports about the needed uni cation of both formal and informal
methods. To minimize the e ort of keeping the di erent models synchronized the
approach was designed in a way that the conversion from database design to the
formal world can be automated. Then, a tool was written that automatically
generates VDM-SL code describing the database model. The method used is
VDM, but the approach can be easily transferred into similar model oriented
methods such as B [1], Z [21], or RAISE [12].
After this introduction, Section 2 presents the project's domain and an overview of the new design approach. In Section 3 the techniques are described how
entity-relationship diagrams (ERD) are translated into formal VDM-SL structures. After that Section 4 shows how VDM supports the enrichment of the initial
database model with additional integrity constraints that cannot be expressed
by ERDs. Section 5 explores the speci cation of database queries inside the formal model and how to translate them back into SQL. Finally, Section 6 identi es
possible areas of further work, Section 7 gives an overview of related research
activities, and Section 8 summarizes experiences gained during the project.

2 Project Description
The scenario for the work ow planning and tracking system was an engine repair
facility. The work ow there has the following properties that a planning system
has to deal with:
{ Planning in advance is dicult; urgent orders that have to be dealt with
immediately will invalidate any xed schedule.
{ There are many di erent kinds and sizes of engines, more than can be entered
into the system in advance.
{ The time needed to complete the repairing of an engine is dicult to estimate|often, additional work to do is discovered during the repair process.
The system deals with these issues by breaking down the task of repairing
an engine into its processes|dismantling the machine, cleaning, re-wiring rotor
or stator, etc. For each of the processes a time estimate is calculated based on
the type and size of the engine. The system keeps a list of pending processes,

suggesting an agenda and warning when a process is delayed. When work on a
process is begun or suspended or when a process is nished, the system adjusts
its state accordingly.
The system as planned maintains
{ standard tasks and standard processes that describe which types of activity
can be performed,
{ tasks and processes that are currently active,
{ parameters associated with standard tasks and standard processes (engine
descriptions, results of measurements etc.),
{ values associated with active tasks and processes, and
{ resource types associated with standard processes and the corresponding
resources needed by a process (e.g. machines, workers).
All in all, the database model consists of about 30 tables at the moment.
Currently, the system is in the early prototype stage. All data structures are
kept in an ORACLE database server. Write access is allowed only via stored
procedures, so that the database has control over data integrity all of the time.
A middle layer communicates with the server via ODBC (open database connectivity) and provides functionality for the client programs that implement a
user interface.

2.1 Process Overview

Figure 1 gives an overview over the development process used. From the requirements, an entity-relationship diagram is constructed; this process is described
in [14]. The next step is to translate this diagram into VDM-SL. This is covered in Section 3. Once this is completed, additional integrity constraints going
beyond the basic relational model can be identi ed from the requirements and
integrated with the basic database model from the previous step|examples are
given in Section 4. The constraints identi ed in this re nement step can be used
to check for valid input data, either in the client program(s) or in the database
itself using triggers. A trigger is a small piece of code running on the database
server that is executed before or after database operations and checks various
constraints.
Finally, a formal model is created using the database de nition that was
derived in the previous steps. Section 5 gives examples how to use the VDM-SL
constructs to formulate database queries and how these queries are expressed as
SQL statements in program code.

3 SQL Data-Models in VDM-SL
3.1 A Project Example

This section describes a way of transferring entity-relationship diagrams [4, 23]
into corresponding VDM-SL constructs. A small, reduced subset of the data
model of the work ow planning system shall serve as an example.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the development process.

The work ow system manages pending activities, calculates timing information and resource utilization for tasks that are derived from a set of pre-de ned
templates. Figure 2 shows the entity-relationship diagram and SQL DDL (data
de nition language) statements of the subset of the database model that stores
these templates. Most of the columns of the tables have been omitted for clarity.
The example model consists of three tables: the table STD PROCESS stores
standard processes, each describing an atomic activity to be performed. These
process templates are grouped into standard tasks (table STD TASK). The processes in a task are ordered as a directed acyclic graph that is stored in table
STD GRAPH in the form of pairs of process numbers that form a before-afterrelationship (see Figure 3 on page 10 for an example of this table).

STD_TASK

STD_GRAPH

ST_NO : NUMBER(38)

GR_NO : NUMBER(38)

ST_NAME : VARCHAR2(30)

ST_NO : NUMBER(38)
FROM_SP : NUMBER(38)
TO_SP : NUMBER(38)

STD_PROCESS
SP_NO : NUMBER(38)
ST_NO : NUMBER(38)
SP_NAME : VARCHAR2(30)
CREATE TABLE STD_TASK (
ST_NO NUMBER(38) PRIMARY KEY,
ST_NAME VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL);
CREATE TABLE STD_PROCESS (
SP_NO NUMBER(38) PRIMARY KEY,
ST_NO NUMBER(38) NOT NULL REFERENCES STD_TASK(ST_NO),
SP_NAME VARCHAR2(30));
CREATE TABLE STD_GRAPH (
GR_NO NUMBER(38) PRIMARY KEY,
ST_NO NUMBER(38) NOT NULL REFERENCES STD_TASK(ST_NO),
FROM_SP NUMBER(38) NOT NULL REFERENCES STD_PROCESS(SP_NO),
TO_SP NUMBER(38) NOT NULL REFERENCES STD_PROCESS(SP_NO));

Fig. 2. ER diagram and SQL DDL statements for the sample database.

3.2 Modeling SQL Datatypes
The rst step is to nd representations of the SQL datatypes in VDM-SL. Every
datatype in the database is modeled by a corresponding VDM-SL datatype|see
Table 1 for a summary. The table lists the datatypes from the Oracle database
product; other databases have slightly varying names for some of these datatypes.
The VDM part is given in the ASCII notation that is used by IFAD's toolbox
products and also when using mathematical notation would be impractical, for
example when using VDM expressions as comments in source code.

Character Datatypes The datatypes CHAR and VARCHAR2 store character information. They di er in the way storage is allocated: in a column of
type CHAR(n ), storage for n characters is allocated for every row of data,
shorter values are blank-padded to the length of the column. Columns of type
VARCHAR2(n ) can store up to n characters, but the space is not allocated until

Table 1. SQL datatypes and their VDM-SL counterparts (in ASCII notation).
SQL
CHAR (n )

VDM-SL
Char n = seq
Char n = seq

VARCHAR2 (n ) Varchar2 n
Varchar2 n
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needed. This leads to slightly di erent comparison semantics when values have
di erent length. Speci cally, 'a '='a' when both values are of type CHAR,
'a '>'a' otherwise.
The datatypes CHAR and VARCHAR2 can be modelled as sequences of
characters. When a greater level of detail is needed, the length-invariants can be
added to the VDM-SL datatypes.

Numeric Datatypes The basic datatype NUMBER corresponds to the VDM-

SL datatype real. Additionally, a precision and scale can be added to NUMBER, specifying the number of digits to the left and the right of the decimal
point. For a high-level model, these will not need to be handled, except that
numbers with a scale of 0 can be modelled as Z instead of R. Of course, constraints can be added to catch invalid test data in the formal model. Table 1
shows the invariants for constraining the precision of values.

The DATE Type The modelling of the DATE type is not as straightforward
as string and numerical types. The main diculty is the complicated date arithmetic that is implemented in SQL, but not in VDM-SL. So we rely on mapping
only some properties of dates.
One approach that borrows from the Unix type time t is to store dates as
integers, counting the seconds from some xed point in time. The other one
is to use oating-point values, the part before the comma describing the day
(again counting from some xed date) and the fractional part describing the
time (0 meaning midnight, 0:5 midday). Both approaches allow the comparison
of dates and some simple date arithmetics (time di erences, adding times). There

exist well-known algorithms for more advanced calculations such as day-of-week,
add-month, etc. that can be implemented as functions if needed in the abstract
model.

3.3 Modelling the Table Structure
The structure of a table is de ned by the name and datatype of each of its
columns. The table structure is modelled as a VDM record type. The record
has the name of the table with a sux of -Type . The elds of the record are
equivalent to data items in the column of a relational table and use the types
de ned in Section 3.2.
Thus, the rst step of modelling the example database looks as follows:
types

Number -38 = Z;
Varchar 2-30 = char ;
Std -Task -Type :: ST -NO : Number -38
ST -NAME : Varchar 2-30
Std -Process -Type :: SP -NO : Number -38
ST -NO : Number -38
SP -NAME : Varchar 2-30
Std -Graph -Type :: GR-NO : Number -38
ST -NO : Number -38
FROM -SP : Number -38
TO -SP : Number -38

Modelling NULL Values The VDM speci cation language's nil value has the

same purpose as the SQL NULL Value: both are used to represent unknown or
unde ned values. The next paragraph shows what the table de nition would look
like if unnamed processes were allowed in the data model, the square brackets
([ ]) denoting an optional type:
Std -Process -Type -2 :: SP -NO : Number -38
ST -NO : Number -38
SP -NAME : [Varchar 2-30]

3.4 Modelling the Tables
A relational database table stores data as an unordered set of rows, each containing the same sequence of typed atomic data. A table can be modelled in
VDM-SL as a set of records1.
The tables of the example database are modelled in the following way, using
the structure types de ned in Section 3.3:
Std -Task -Table = Std -Task -Type -set
inv tt 4
t 1 tt ; t 2 tt
t1 = t2
t 1:ST -NO = t 2:ST -NO ;
8

2

2

6

)



6

Std -Process -Table = Std -Process -Type -set
inv pt 4
8 p 1 2 pt ; p 2 2 pt 
p 1 6= p 2 ) p 1:SP -NO 6= p 2:SP -NO ;
Std -Graph -Table = Std -Graph -Type -set
inv gt 4
8 g 1 2 gt ; g 2 2 gt 
g 1 6= g 2 ) g 1:GR-NO 6= g 2:GR-NO ;
Each element in the set represents a column of the table. The invariant
guarantees the uniqueness of the primary key. In the case of a composite primary
key consisting of more than one column, the invariant must ensure that at least
one element is di erent for every pair of records in the set.

3.5 Modelling the Database
Now all tables in the database are modelled, including datatypes, NULL values and primary key uniqueness. Modelling the database means putting it all
together and ensuring that foreign key references point to an existing record in
another table.
The following VDM-SL code de nes the sample database.
DB -1 :: STD -TASK : Std -Task -Table
STD -PROCESS : Std -Process -Table
STD -GRAPH : Std -Graph -Table
1

Another representation that was tried but abandoned very soon was to use a mapping
from key values to the non-key data. This approach proved to be impractical, because
database queries can consist of arbitrary logical expressions over the values of any
number of columns and can return more than one value, making a set-based approach
the natural choice.

inv mk-DB -1 (tt ; pt ; gt ) 4
8

p 2 pt 
(9 t 2 tt  p :ST -NO = t :ST -NO ) ^
8 g 2 gt 
(9 t 2 tt  g :ST -NO = t :ST -NO ) ^
(9 p 1 2 pt  g :FROM -SP = p 1:SP -NO ) ^
(9 p 2 2 pt  g :TO -SP = p 2:SP -NO )

Most database engines ensure the validity of foreign key references at all
times; so does the invariant of the record type storing the model of the database.
In a di erent database scenario, foreign key columns in a table could be
allowed the value NULL (nil in the model), meaning that there is no corresponding row of data in the referred table. In this case, the invariant has to be
formulated a little di erent|if the foreign key column has a value di erent from
NULL, there must exist a row of data in the other table that satis es the foreign
key condition. For example, if standard processes were allowed to exist without
a containing standard task, the invariant would look this way:
inv mk-DB -1 (tt ; pt ; gt ) 4
p pt
( t tt p = nil
p :ST -NO = t :ST -NO )
8

2
9



2



6

)

^

:::

4 Enriching the Model
The invariant of the database model as formulated in Section 3 takes care of
primary and foreign keys and of datatype constraints. Additional constraints
deal with application-speci c properties of data and are identi ed from the requirements. This section describes how these constraints are added to the formal
model of the database.
Consider how the table STD GRAPH stores a graph. Figure 3 shows a simple
graph and corresponding entries in the table STD GRAPH. The column for the
tables primary key contains arbitrary unique values for each entry, the column
ST NO refers to standard task number 42 in table STD TASK. The other two
columns describe how standard processes 1 through 5 (presumably belonging to
standard task 42) are related to each other.
For the database to be consistent, each standard process that is contained
in the graph of a speci c standard task has to actually belong to that standard
task. This cannot be tested by simple foreign key constraints, since the condition
involves not only the existence of data in the standard process table but also
some properties of this data. The next paragraph shows how this invariant can
be expressed in VDM-SL. The example uses the \iota" expression that extracts
a value with some unique property from a set|this is safe because the typeinvariant of the database guarantees the uniqueness of the primary key.
functions
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Fig. 3. An example graph and the corresponding database entries.
graph -references -consistent : DB -1 ! B
graph -references -consistent (mk-DB -1 (-; processes ; graph )) 4
8 g 2 graph 
let p -pre =  p 2 processes  p :SP -NO = g :FROM -SP ;
p -post =  p 2 processes  p :SP -NO = g :TO -SP in
p -pre :ST -NO = g :ST -NO ^
p -post :ST -NO = g :ST -NO ;

This condition can be enforced in the implementation with database triggers
that check the validity of entries after each insert and update operation of table
STD GRAPH.
To continue with a more dicult example, we want to specify an additional
invariant stating that the graph must not contain cycles.
cycles -in -graph : Std -Graph -Table  Number -38 ! B
cycles -in -graph (graph ; task -no -in ) 4
let this -graph = fg j g 2 graph  g :ST -NO = task -no -in g in
9 node -no 2 all -nodes (this -graph ) 
node -no 2 all -successors (this -graph ; node -no ; fg);
all -nodes : Std -Graph -Type -set ! Number -38-set
all -nodes (graph ) 4
fg :FROM -SP j g 2 graph g [ fg :TO -SP j g 2 graph g;

all -successors : Std -Graph -Type -set  Number -38  Number -38-set !
Number -38-set
all -successors (graph ; node -no -in ; visited -nodes ) 4
let direct -successor -set = direct -successors (graph ; node -no -in ) in
{ base cases
if direct -successor -set = fg _
node -no -in 2 visited -nodes
then fg

{ recursive case: merge direct successors with their successors

else let successor
S -successor -set =

all -successors (graph ; node -no ;
visited -nodes [
fnode -no -in g) j
node -no 2 direct -successor -set g in
direct -successor -set [ successor -successor -set ;
f

direct -successors : Std -Graph -Type -set  Number -38 !
Number -38-set
direct -successors (graph ; node -no -in ) 4
fg :TO -SP j g 2 graph  g :FROM -SP = node -no -in g

The function cycles -in -graph takes a graph table and a task number and
checks if at least one of the nodes of the graph is contained in the set of its
successors|that is, whether it can be reached by a path originating from itself, which is a property of a directed graph with cycles. The auxiliary function
all -successors recursively collects all nodes that are reachable from a given node.
With these functions in place, we can extend the database de nition with
stronger data-invariants.
types

DB = DB -1
inv db 4
inv-DB -1 (db ) ^ wf -db (db )
functions

wf -db : DB ! B
wf -db (db ) 4
graph -references -consistent (db ) ^
8 task 2 db :STD -TASK 
: cycles -in -graph (db :STD -GRAPH ; task :ST -NO )

The type DB can now be used to model the behavior of the database.

5 Modelling Database Operations
This section is di erent from Section 3 insofar as the transformation process from
SQL to VDM described there can be automated, whereas the VDM expressions
shown in this section are part of a larger model and cannot be extracted and
translated into SQL statements automatically. But a series of query examples
will show that the modelling approach using sets leads to VDM-SL expressions
that are semantically quite similar to SQL statements, and so the insights gained
by formulation of algorithms with complex queries in the formal world can be
used to code these algorithms with con dence.
For the examples, some values are needed:
db = mk-DB ( ; ; );
fg fg fg

TaskNo : Number -38 = 42;
ProcessNo : Number -38 = 17;
First a simple query is considered: in order to start a new activity, the user
has to specify which template (from the table STD TASK) to use. So a set of
all templates is needed. In the formal model, the following VDM-SL set comprehension expression provides such a set.
q 1 = fn j n 2 db :STD -TASK g;
This set can be extracted from the database with the following SQL statement.
SELECT * FROM STD_TASK;

The calculation of process durations needs a list of the identi ers of all standard processes belonging to a speci c task.
q 2 = p :SP -NO p db :STD -PROCESS p :ST -NO = TaskNo ;
Again, in SQL:
f

j

2



g

SELECT SP_NO FROM STD_PROCESS WHERE ST_NO = TaskNo;

Joins of two or more tables are also possible. Here is a set consisting of the
names of all standard processes and their parent task:
q 3 = mk- (t :ST -NAME ; p :SP -NAME )
p db :STD -PROCESS ; t db :STD -TASK
p :ST -NO = t :ST -NO ;
Again, in SQL:
f

j

2

2



g

SELECT ST_NAME, SP_NAME FROM STD_PROCESS, STD_TASK
WHERE STD_PROCESS.ST_NO = STD_TASK.ST_NO;

The following extracts the set of graph entries for a speci c task from the
table STD GRAPH|a similar expression is used in the function cycles -in -graph
in Section 4.
q 4 = mk- (g :FROM -SP ; g :TO -SP ) g db :STD -GRAPH
g :ST -NO = TaskNo ;
f

j

2



g

SELECT FROM_SP, TO_SP FROM STD_GRAPH
WHERE ST_NO = TaskNo;

The last two examples deal with traversing the graph of a task, either in
depth- rst-search or in breadth- rst-search. First it is necessary to nd all starting points in the graph. A starting point is a node that has successors but no
predecessors. This can be expressed as the set of all predecessors minus the set
of all successors:
q 5 = g :FROM -SP g db :STD -GRAPH g :ST -NO = TaskNo
g :TO -SP g db :STD -GRAPH g :ST -NO = TaskNo ;
This non-trivial query was rst modelled in VDM-SL and was then translated
into SQL as two select statements.
f
f

j

j

2



2



g n

g

SELECT DISTINCT FROM_SP FROM STD_GRAPH
WHERE ST_NO = TaskNo
MINUS
SELECT TO_SP FROM STD_GRAPH
WHERE ST_NO = TaskNo;

Finally, the successors of a node are found this way:
q 6 = g :TO -SP g db :STD -GRAPH
g :ST -NO = TaskNo g :FROM -SP = ProcessNo
f

j

2



^

g

SELECT TO_SP FROM STD_GRAPH
WHERE ST_NO = TaskNo AND FROM_SP = ProcessNo;

This concludes the examination of database operations in the formal model.

6 Further Work
6.1 Program Generation
A eld that has so far not been explored is the translation back from VDM-SL to
SQL. As shown in Section 5, the structure of some VDM-SL expressions is quite
similar to SQL statements. It would be interesting to examine the possibilities
of translating these expressions back to SQL and incorporating these changes
automatically into code.

6.2 Derived Consistency Checks
Datatype and foreign key checking do not guarantee a consistent database. Often, further consistency checks have to be added, especially in client-server applications where the client programs cannot be trusted to supply well-formed
data. Modern database engines provide triggers, small programs that can perform various checks before and after insert, update and delete operations. In a
formal model, invariants, pre- and postconditions have similar duties. During
formal design work, various assertions and invariants will be discovered that can
be translated back into code to increase the robustness of the program. A way
is needed to reliably identify these constructs in the formal model and aid the
programmer in implementing them in the production code.

6.3 Automated Integration with Conventional Methods
The translation from SQL to VDM-SL enables the designer to work with the
same conceptual model during dabase design and formal modelling. The automated construction of part of the formal model from the informal model encourages the designer to spend the e ort to keep both models synchronized. Conceivably, other informal design methods could be integrated in a similar way. For
example, Larsen et al. [18] have shown how to integrate VDM-SL and data ow
diagrams. Their work shows that data ow diagrams structure the functional
part of a VDM model similar to how entity-relationship diagrams help structure
the data types of the formal model. Furthermore, entity-relationship diagrams
and data ow diagrams integrate very well, too. A method and tool to integrate
these diagramming and modelling functionalities would be very expressive (and
impressive) indeed.

7 Related Work
Research on the formal aspects of databases was popular in the early 80's. Dines
Bjrner [2, 5] describes formal models of relational, hierarchical and networkmodel databases. Neuhold et al. [8] formalize the inner workings of a database
system, describing external, conceptual and inner level and their interplay. Both
of these works describe database management systems on a very high level of
detail and generality that is useful for the development of a DBMS, but not
necessarily for modelling its behavior in the context of an application program.
Consequently, in later works many aspects of a database management system,
such as the ability to store persistent data and the existence of a query language
operating on stored data, are taken for granted and not explicitly modelled. As
database technologies matured, the focus shifted to other areas of research, such
as program generation and integration of formal methods in an existing development process. Gunther et al. [22] describe the derivation of executable database
programs from formal speci cations, using stepwise re nement of a B [1] speci cation of database structure and operations until the constructs can be mapped

onto statements in the DBPL language. It remains to be explored if and how
we can adapt this approach into our development process. De Barros' work [6]
utilizes the Z method [21] for database modelling and program generation. The
database model resulting from the transformation process outlined in our paper is similar to de Barros' model, although our focus is 180 degrees reversed:
speci cation generation instead of program generation.

8 Concluding Remarks
The approach presented in this paper unites formal methods and conventional
methods of database design. The following bene ts were encountered during
development work:

{ Duplication of work is avoided; having de ned entities and identi ed constraints for the database, the designer can use these items in the VDM model.

{ Using the same structure in the model as in the nished database allows rea-

soning over the database design, exposing errors early in the design process.
{ Tools exist for graphical database modelling that translate the models into
SQL scripts that generate the database structure. It is quite easy to write a
parser that translates SQL table de nition statements into VDM-SL code.
Of course, every method has to be approached with caution. Some points
that have to be observed when using the combination of VDM-SL and database
modelling are:

{ A certain level of expertise using formal methods is needed by the designer
to resist over-specifying the formal model, especially during early design
phases. The concrete data structures provided by the database model tempt
the designer to \program in VDM-SL".
{ The database design will impose its structure upon the formal model. This
is not a disadvantage in itself, but it can lead to neglecting alternative design
patterns if the data structures are perceived as \cast in stone".

The best path to success is probably to rst design a very abstract speci cation without regarding database structure at all, then to identify entities and
relationships and design the database. This work can then be used to write a
detailed formal speci cation.
During development, the expressive power of formal methods and VDM in
particular was very much appreciated. The expressive power of the formal notation was a great help when thinking about database operations in general and
formulating complicated queries. The automated generation of part of the model
in conjunction with the excellent type-checking capabilities of IFADs VDM-SL
toolbox made it possible to keep the formal model up-to-date with the database
model without any trouble. We are looking forward to working with VDM in
our next projects as well.
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